
9/2/23 MATHZOGOATutorial

announcements:
- HW2 is duetonowat lam
- HW 3 is due 17/00 at 11am.
· after today, WEI. Yunsong willbe teachingtratorials 4-6. fe("(I)
Section 3.4.

Reall:Taylor's Theorem:LetnEN, I
=[ab],f:->RS.t. fif", ...,f()

existand are its on1, and that flat" exists on lab). 1f X07 I,then

for any xeI, thereexists a pointLet between xand to such that

f(x) =f(x) +f'(xb)(x-x) +f(x)(X-70)- 1...-fm(8) (x-x0 Bux)3
+finx(C)(x->nt Ru(x) - Remaindertonin the Polynomial

decivative/Lagrange form.



Neertanis Method:LetI =Cab],f:I-ibe twice differentiable on1.
spf(a) f(b) 50 and that there are constants m,MS.t. (f'(x)K,m>0,
17"(x)/<M for xE2, and letK

=1) Then these exists a [*]
x=

containa zeasroffs.t. for evy 4.224, the sequence (n) defined by
Xu+1 =xn-fxm), for alln

belongs in IP, and inter.Master
luti - r/<Kkn-rl.for all neN.

216:let TCR be open, let f:=
->Pho differentiable on1, and suppose -"(a)

exists at a22. Show that

-"(a) =linath-2f(al+flatheh2

Give an example where thislimitexists, but thefunctiondoes nothave



a second devisoliveat a

Hint:Use L'Hopital'sRule on RHS.
PS:We want to use LHR. Since of (a) exists, there isasmall abled ofa
inwhich f(x) exists and is its ata
so flath)-2f(a) +f(a-h), he are both differentiable for hesmallenough.
im h =0. im f(a+h) -2f(a) +f(a-h) =2f(a) - 2f(a) =0.

(7)
'

70 for h>0: So we can apply LHR (differentiatingwith),
linfit2f(a)+flash)hith)- flatheRH3 =h+s h3 2h.

=Antf((a) +f'(a) - f'(a-h)
2h



= f"(a) by definitionof f"(a).
x3si(s),X*8

f(x) = 3 8,X=0 a=y

f(x) =3x-sm(t) - x(s(X).

f"(s) =tim3is(A)
-xcss()

=Mexsin(A-as() DN.

Butlitf()*fth)lnttAthlsuitese
hz h2

-timesia) inthisa



218:Lt2CN, cE2. Sps that fig defined onand that the deviation
fut, give existand are lots one. If f((c) =g(k) (c)

=0 for m=8,1...,h
but glni(d)=0, show that

linf(x) =fy(c)
xxcg(x) glni(c).

PS: apply is to Taylor's Than A f, g at xo =2 .

f(x)((c)(x-qk +finz)(C) for somez, between

g(x)
xandl C.

nig(*(x-an-guczy)Ae)" for somebere
x and 2.



②
Because 21,22 are between 4 and ,fixcit). by city of finl, gin),

ges)-sfinGpFfe
05.78.5.2. (x-2k<8,....

say if (x-2178, then (c1 <4, 122-282
/.

&19:Show that the functionf(x)=x3-2x-5 has a zens vin [2,2.2].

38 x=2 and we definethe sequence (n) using
Newton's method, show

that (nxi-21: (07) Kn-rR

compute x4. (xx is accurate to withinsix decimalplaces).



Pf:fets.f(z) = -1<0.f(22)
= 1.248x0.

so them a zerov in[2,2.2].

If(x)=(3x3 -2k, (3.22-2) =10.
Sok zM- 12 = 0.6.

1f"(x)=15x) =16:2.21 =13.2.

So we have (nx2)? 8.7lDurk.

x=2fz =2.1

f((z)

X3 =2.1 - f(z-y)= 7b =2.894565.e.

Xx
=16) -,) =2.0945515...

f'(16))


